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Abstract
The need for online 3D interactive experiences was evidenced during the COVID-19 lockdowns, as audiences across the world have been unable to visit museums, physically interact with their collections on site or digitally interact with technologies and digital media situated within such settings. As a response, this research addresses gaps identified in a review of the digital offerings from UK and US museums during the 2020 lockdowns, highlighting the limited number and nature of 3D interactive offerings provided, despite the wide efforts on 3D digitisation over the last decade. Thus, the research investigates the development and testing of an online 3D interactive activity, resembling a physical activity situated in the archaeological gallery of Brighton Museum and Art Gallery (UK). Through a pilot user survey, the research aims to understand what is the impact of such online offerings to better contextualise heritage collections; enhance cultural heritage learning and appreciation; and complement physical activities of similar nature. The analysis of audiences’ opinions about these interactions can be of great importance, as such activities have the power to enable active access to cultural heritage resources regardless of the physical location of users and transform heritage experiences in the long term. Our research indicates that, while the physical experience might offer advantages as far as it concerns the familiarity with the tactile nature of interaction, the digital counterpart has potential to allow for the experience of assembling the puzzle to achieve a wider reach.

CCS Concepts
• Applied computing → Arts and humanities; • Computing methodologies → Mesh geometry models; • Human-centered computing → Empirical studies in interaction design;

1. Introduction
Heritage organisations often seek more sustainable ways to care for and exhibit artefacts from their collections while enhancing the participation of audiences in the process of artefact interpretation. This interpretive process can help to illuminate the different contexts for the creation and function of artefacts, as well as their possible destruction or loss and their subsequent discovery by archaeologists.

In the last few years, the incorporation of digital games in gal-
laries has been promoted by the research community and museum professionals. Such digital games, known to many as Serious Games, propose solutions where game-based virtual experiences are applied in nontraditional game contexts, such as in the cultural heritage domain, to provide fun but also educational benefits to the user [PS16]. Nevertheless, many of these experiences can change the dynamics of the visit, by isolating users from their group and disrupting their attention. The extension of digital games into physical gaming activities within the gallery developed through 3D digital fabrication technologies has also been explored [ESW20]. Due to their nature, physical or tactile games of 3D printed replicas of artefacts constitute a collaborative activity that promotes the interactive and social aspect of a museum visit, while often working as the “hook” to attract visitors’ attention [CH15].

In museum and visitor research, it is acknowledged that audiences are different [Rec09]. Hence, they have various, often conflicting, requirements with regards to experiences that satisfy their needs, both inside and outside of the museum setting. These needs were further exacerbated by the COVID-19 pandemic, as audiences were forced to only have digital access to artefacts from collections, and the number of modalities to enable such access to heritage resources became severely restricted. Furthermore, even though in the last fifteen years we have witnessed many 3D digitisation efforts facilitated by the advancement of knowledge and ease of access to digitisation processes, mostly through widespread photogrammetry, our previous research [SEP20] demonstrated that 3D content museum offerings during the lockdown periods were very limited. For those museums which were able to build 3D datasets in the previous years, their offerings are still limited; targeting mostly users accessing content through 3D viewers with limited interactivity.

Hence, this research is motivated by the need to develop a deeper understanding of how 3D content can be repurposed for a variety of physical and digital experiences. At the same time, we wish to explore how digital activities that refer to physical activities within the museum perform and how they might complement artefact interpretation when physical access to the activity might not be possible, not only due to restrictions but also in terms of reaching wider audiences.

This research was designed to extend our previous research [ESW20] by proposing an online interactive digital 3D puzzle activity, which “replicates” or “transfers” on the web a physical hands-on activity that we have developed for the Brighton Museum and Art Gallery. To evaluate the activity, a survey was also launched to understand audiences’ opinions about this type of interaction with museum artefacts, particularly under the recent and possible future museum closures, which prevent visitors from physically accessing hands-on activities in the museum environment. As such the research questions were:

- What is the impact of 3D online interactive activities aiming to bring cultural heritage artefacts and related activities “closer” to users?
- How do these 3D online interactive activities affect users’ awareness, knowledge, interest, appreciation and attitudes towards heritage collections?
- What are the users’ requirements for interactive 3D experiences of museum artefacts to better contextualise heritage collections and enhance learning and appreciation?

The contribution of the research is the development of a 3D interactive online puzzle activity of an Iron Age archaeological artefact, by deploying a parallel digital approach for its construction and texturing. Secondly, it contributes insight on how such experiences address user needs by conducting a pilot test of the activity to understand how it promotes cultural heritage understanding and engagement.

The paper is organised as follows: Section 2 presents related work relevant to web-based interactive 3D activities, including a brief review on the COVID-19 offerings in a sample of museums in the UK and the US for contextualising the research. Next, Section 3 presents the development of the interactive 3D digital puzzle activity including the creation of the 3D assets, interaction and data collection for user testing. Finally, Section 4 presents the preliminary evaluation of such system and conclusions are presented in Section 5.

2. Related work and COVID-19 perspective

Following the constructivist approach, suggesting that people, and particularly young audiences, engage, understand and learn more effectively when interacting with objects and available resources, cultural heritage organisations have incorporated interactive activities both within their on-site and online offerings to their audiences [FD13]. Such activities are popular with families and school pupils, which are amongst the strongest visiting groups in UK museums [The18], but also with adults who desire a more interactive experience of cultural heritage.

Such desire, intensified by physical movement restrictions and museum closures during the pandemic, highlighted the importance of enabling interactive heritage experiences beyond the museum environment. Building on previous research [SEP20] to understand the types of access that heritage institutions have made easily available to their audiences during the pandemic, particularly through web technologies, we investigated a variety of 3D related content. This includes 360° tours, Virtual and Augmented Reality applications and 3D models of heritage objects.

A comparative assessment of the digital offerings amongst 83 UK and US memory institutions was done by collecting and analysing data of a sample of heritage organisations’ websites during the period of April-July 2020. The selection included major institutions from both countries (e.g. based on visitor numbers in Wikipedia) plus a selection of smaller civic, historic and/or city museums. To understand what the digital offerings consisted of, we recorded through a survey both a description of each offering and the type/format of its content. Being aware of digitisation efforts, especially by larger institutions, to produce 3D interactive content, we wanted to find out how such visual content was deployed during the COVID crisis to address the needs of existing and newly emerging audiences. For this, we recorded offerings such as 360° virtual tours and interactive panorama/VR/AR type experiences and 3D objects, while also looking at interactive games and activities. We hypothesised that this type of content would have allowed audi-
ences to engage more actively and access artefacts, museum exhibitions and physical spaces using visual and interactive mechanisms.

Yet, the results of the survey demonstrated that only a small number of the highlighted museum offerings (30 amongst the 922 offerings) during the pandemic were related to 3D content, as shown in Figure 2, enabling audiences to virtually visit heritage spaces, interact with collections or engage in learning activities. As shown in Figure 3, the percentage of 3D within these types of offerings was also low, as it represented between 12% and 16% of the overall content. Some indicative examples of 360° virtual tours and interactive panorama/VR/AR experiences include: a tour of the Royal Pavilion in Brighton (UK) [Roy20b], a virtual visit of the York Castle Museum via Google Arts and Culture [Goo20] and interactive exploration of the Vizcaya Museum and Gardens in the USA [Viz20].

![Figure 2: 3D content per offering type for all museum types.](image)

![Figure 3: Percentage of 3D content with respect to all offerings per offering type.](image)

As far as it concerns access to digital 3D models of museum artefacts, users’ interaction with such offerings is facilitated through established and emerging 3D content platforms, such as Sketchfab, p3d.in, and Kompakt [Ske20; P3d20; Kom20]; while libraries with printable models where museums host accounts also exist [Thu20; MyM20]. Sketchfab, as the most widespread platform of 3D content, hosts millions of 3D models with many amongst them coming from the heritage domain. In 2017, there were more than 500 museums’ accounts on the platform [Mar] and this number is expected to be higher today. The British Museum, the Science Museum Group (UK), The Smithsonian Institution in the USA, and the Natural History Museum Vienna are amongst those disseminating 3D models of their collection objects through Sketchfab [The14; Nat20c; The17; The20]. These objects allow users to explore 3D models through interactions which are restricted mostly to view mode operations, i.e. zooming, rotating and panning with the use of a hand cursor. In some cases, users can interact with annotated points on the 3D geometry of the displayed artefact.

In the context of educational and leisure offerings, a wide range of online museum activities exists, targeting mostly educators and young users. Such online offerings range from teaching material [Ten20] and creative activities [Ash20; Art20] to interactive games for portable devices [Nat20a], webinars [Smi20], bedtime stories [Roy20a] and more. Amongst these offerings jigsaw puzzles are often developed to engage users in synthesizing a museum artefact in 2D [Yal20; App20; Roy20b].

In the realm of learning resources, the presence of 3D content is sparse. Some examples of activities include exploring 3D objects while proposing a set of questions to trigger thinking [Mus20a]; identification games using 3D models of animal skulls along with 2D content [Mus20b]; investigating annotated 3D models of natural history exhibits along with other audiovisual resources [Nat20b], and employing 3D digital and 3D printed models of palaeontological data as vehicles for exploration within the curriculum [ZPP*20]. Such examples demonstrate an effort to incorporate 3D visual content in educational resources, supporting though limited interaction capabilities. Moreover, and while physical puzzles replicating artefacts, monuments or specimens have been produced through digital fabrication to be used in formal and informal learning settings [MWL*15; AMN13; 19], there have not been any efforts to make a similar activity available online. To the best of our knowledge, the proposed activity is innovative not only in terms of advanced interaction modes but also in terms of offering the experience of the puzzle pot assembly both in the digital and the physical world.

3. Development of the interactive puzzle game

The development of the online experience is inspired by our previous research on the development of a 3D printed physical puzzle [ESW20]. The artefact selected for this puzzle activity is an Iron Age pot, a funerary urn, which was found in 1910, probably used by the inhabitants of a small farming settlement overlooking the cliffs and sea in Saltdean (UK).

Early in the development process, it was agreed that the comparison between the physical and digital experience of assembling a puzzle was not straightforward due to the different contextual circumstances, namely differences in the setup and nature of the activity, as well as the recruitment of a different sample used for the evaluation of the activity. De Kegel and Haahr provide an extensive survey of procedural puzzle generation for puzzles both in a physical and digital format [DH20]. According to their classification the proposed activity falls within the assembly puzzle activity, as it requires a number of shapes to be assembled into a larger shape without overlap or gaps. Both 2D and 3D volumetric puzzles are reviewed. This review demonstrates that beyond interlocking physical puzzles [SFC12] there is a lack of research into 3D digital puzzles as well as the interfaces required for users to easily understand the game mechanics.

Hence, given the lack of digital interfaces for 3D puzzles, as opposed to more popular 2D puzzle activities targeted to young chil-
dren, it was not possible to incorporate available interfaces and interactions to manipulate the pieces and the fitting process. As such, any comparison between the interactivity/usability of a digital 2D puzzle and a 3D puzzle can be quite difficult to achieve because of the variety of contextual parameters that might not be easy to control or capture online.

![Image](70x514 to 262x674)

(a) 3D puzzle activity within archaeological gallery at the Brighton Museum and Art Gallery.

![Image](46x305 to 285x487)

(b) 3D digital puzzle activity using a similar interaction to the physical activity.

Figure 4: Physical and digital counterpart of 3D puzzle game.

Nevertheless, we informed our approach to create the user interface and interactivity based on the experience gained during the creation of the physical experience. Figure 4a illustrates the physical 3D puzzle activity. This involves a central core area which displays line clues for the users to find the correct match and attach the puzzle pieces. Once the user identifies the match, they can attach the puzzle piece to the core via magnetic attachments embedded in the 3D printed pieces.

Similarly to the physical activity, the digital version (shown in Figure 4b) is also designed using a 3D core as a base rotating around a central pivot point to allow users to fit the pieces. In the physical experience, this rotation is restricted only to one axis of rotation as shown by the fixed handles in figure 4a. In the digital version, we removed this restriction so that the user could rotate the core around the three axes freely.

Designing the interaction for fitting the pieces in the 3D digital puzzle required careful consideration. Given the various degrees of freedom the user has in moving both puzzle core and potentially the puzzle pieces, we decided to limit the movement which can be applied to the puzzle pieces, to avoid users getting easily lost or frustrated by not finding the correct match. Instead, the puzzle pieces are loaded and presented to the user statically aligned with the viewing plane, where they remain, until the user finds their correct position. For this, the user can rotate the core piece along with the (partially assembled) pot underneath to find the right alignment for each newly selected piece.

To facilitate attaching the puzzle piece on the core, we used transparency when displaying the puzzle piece, while still being able to see the designs/colours on it, and also enabled the option for the user to increase/decrease this transparency. In this way, users can either use the coloured core or the colours/designs on the texture of the puzzle piece to facilitate assembly. In this way, we avoid hiding the core behind the puzzle pieces and potentially confusing the user due to occlusions. Extra clues can also be activated and these include showing a transparent duplicate of the chosen piece already attached on the core so that users can easily see where the piece that they have chosen should be attached.

Three.js [Thr21] and Angular framework [Goo21] were used for the implementation of the digital puzzle as an interactive web application. The following subsections will describe the development of the 3D content and the deployed functionality to achieve the various elements and interactions described above.

### 3.1. Generating 3D model of puzzle pieces

To obtain a 3D model of the selected archaeological artefact we made use of 3D scanning to create the outer surfaces of the pot. To reconstruct the internal part of the urn which was not acquired by the scanner, we generated additional faces using a modifier in Blender to create the external wall with a 10 mm thickness.

Thereafter, we used the method described in [ESW20] to generate the individual puzzle pieces. The approach involves creating “puzzle pieces” (shards, or fragments) using Boolean operators on a fractured sphere. To obtain the fractured sphere, our method hierarchically subdivides the spherical domain until a target number of fragments is reached. Moreover, we also fractured the 3D model of the core geometry, which has been generated using Boolean operators, with the same algorithm to deploy these as clues by using different colours for each 3D fracture. In this way, the user visualises the equivalent to the puzzle boundary lines in the physical puzzle (see Figure 4a and Figure 4b for reference).

In total, we generated 16 pieces by using fractal curves of low amplitude as illustrated in Figure 5. The pieces were generated with a high resolution (approximately 350K vertices) 3D model of the pot, although later in the process the pieces were decimated. This initial high-resolution model was required to support extracting and transferring high-quality colour information, as detailed in...
the following subsection, to the lower quality 3D model used for the interactive game application. The resulting number of pieces are comparable to the number in the physical puzzle; although the physical puzzle already presents the user with some of the pieces glued onto the base of the core in order to be used as clues.

3.2. Texturing the puzzle pieces

After producing the puzzle pieces, the next step was to generate high-quality textures to show the accurate colours and curvilinear designs of the original pot. In the physical process, an artist recreated the design. For the digital counterpart, we decided to deploy the digital photographs (see Figure 6a) which were acquired for texturing the puzzle pieces.

For this, we extracted colour information from the “raster” images or digital photographs. The process involved setting up correspondences between digital photographs and the 3D model using a raster alignment algorithm in MeshLab [RCD*13] so that the information could be mapped. To acquire colour information at a higher resolution, we projected the colour from the raster images onto the vertices of the high-resolution 3D model using MeshLab [CMR*99]. Thereafter, we transferred the colour vertex information from the 3D model, as shown in Figure 6b, to each puzzle piece extracted through the process described in section 3.1. We then saved all the 3D models as PLYs with colour per vertex for each puzzle piece.

To produce textures for the low-resolution puzzle pieces, we baked the colour per vertex information into a texture. For this, we generated a stretch-minimal UV parametrisation for each 3D model. Using this UV mapping, we baked the colours per-vertex information and further decimated the puzzle pieces. The resulting 3D models are shown in Figure 1. These were saved as in the GLTF standard, and the texture was stored as a separate JPEG file.

3.3. Interaction

The interactive application was implemented using an Angular component [Goo21] with a Three.JS puzzle viewer. The viewer provides the following functionalities: i) loading the 3D models (as the user selects the pieces); ii) displaying the 3D model of the core; iii) allowing the user to rotate this freely around the 3-axes; and iv) fitting the pieces to the core. The system keeps a timer that is activated when the user selects the first piece. Once all the pieces are found, the timer stops and the users’ time is recorded along with other information (see Section 3.4 for more details).

Two 3D scenes are used in the implementation of the puzzle viewer: a primary 3D scene where the core is displayed and the puzzle is assembled, and a secondary 3D scene that contains the 3D puzzle piece which is being loaded and a camera. The 3D scenes are rendered into framebuffers in a two-pass rendering process, implemented as render targets in Three.JS, and rendered on a texture, one with additional transparency so that the background is visible.

Furthermore, to achieve this desired functionality of allowing the user to assemble the 3D puzzle, we implemented the following set of features:

Selecting a piece The user can select one piece amongst the 16 options by clicking on the buttons presented on the web interface. We used a thumbnail image on the button, shown in Figure 4b, to help users remember the pieces, and we placed first the pieces around the rim as these are the easiest to start with; something demonstrated by the physical experience of the puzzle assembly too, as users would mostly start by assembling the shards around the pot’s rim.
Displaying a puzzle piece Once the user clicks on a button, the puzzle viewer loads the 3D model and presents a static view of the piece. For this, we computed the best orientation for the puzzle piece by finding the angle of rotation which would result in an orthogonal-top view of the piece. We found this angle $\theta$ by using the dot product and the vectors $v_1$, which is the camera vector, and $v_2$, which is the vector from the centre of the scene to the centre of the bounding box of the 3D model. We then loaded the puzzle piece into the secondary scene which is rendered into the second framebuffer with transparency for the user to be able to visualise the primary scene (see Figure 1).

Fitting a piece To interact with the puzzle viewer, the user performs a rotation of the partially assembled puzzle on its central pivot point. To find a correct match, the system performs a check based on the distance between the cameras’ positions in the 3D scenes ($p$ and $q$). We computed the distance using $d(p,q) = \sum_{i=1}^{d} |p_i - q_i|$ and allowing for a tolerance for the $d$ value (in this case we use $d < 3$).

Loading clues Users can increase or decrease the transparency of the puzzle pieces when these are loaded via a slider. The piece never becomes completely transparent. In this way, the user has more control to visualise the texture clues or see what is behind the puzzle piece. A further extra clue is provided using a slide toggle which allows the user to display the puzzle piece already fitted in its correct position with almost full transparency as shown in Figure 1.

3.4. Recording user’s interaction

The interactive application features JSON connectivity to a Firestore JSON database in order to log user activity. Thus, it is possible to analyse the user behaviour in terms of timings for each piece assembly, and the use of the clues within the system. As such, we measured the following data: order in which the user loads pieces; whether clues where used per piece; the level of transparency used per piece; time for puzzle piece completion; time for whole puzzle completion; and rotation of the trackball interface (both azimuthal and polar angles). We also recorded information regarding the system used, including Operating System, browser, domain name used (as we included a link within the survey and users could also type directly the URL of the puzzle activity). This information was later retrieved using python library Pandas and visualisations of the data were produced using the Altair declarative visualization Python library [Alt21]. The resulting analysis is presented in the following section.

4. Preliminary evaluation

A pilot online survey was launched to understand how users engaged with the 3D interactive puzzle activity of the pot artefact and then “translate” their performance, rating and comments into requirements for other interactive use of 3D models. Through this initial survey, we also aimed to investigate the overall impact of such online offerings to better contextualise heritage collections and enhance learning and appreciation, particularly when access to the museum might not be possible.

The survey was released online in July 2021 and the data from 14 participants are presented here. Due to the small sample size, the analysis of users’ data does not aim to provide generalisations but rather to shed light on interactions, and showcase the variety of responses and tendencies in their feedback. More data are expected to be collected in the following months to enrich the evaluation.

4.1. Evaluation design and participants

Both quantitative and qualitative data were gathered through the survey in order to record:

- Participants’ information, background, past experiences in interacting with 3D content, as well as interests in 3D digital offerings and motivation to deploy such content; measured with nominal and ordinal quantitative data.
- User experience aspects with particular emphasis on usability, including efficiency, learnability and user satisfaction; measured with ordinal quantitative data.
- User experience aspects through a set of Generic Learning Outcomes to examine awareness, knowledge, interest, attitudes, skills and behavioural effects of the experience as suggested in established cultural heritage evaluation frameworks and visitor studies [Art14; DHU16]; measured with ordinal quantitative data and open-ended qualitative comments.
- Log data to provide further evidence about users’ performance in the puzzle assembly; these include the use (or not) of available clues, order of pieces’ selection, timings and amount of rotation for the assembly of each piece.

Adult participants (18 years old and older) from any ethnic background and gender were recruited through mailing lists of Information Technology (IT) and heritage subjects’ students, as well higher education and museum, gallery, archive professionals.

4.2. Findings

Qualitative data were analysed by using the qualitative data analysis software NVivo by QSR international. The preliminary findings aim to illuminate various aspects of the online puzzle assembly activity to reflect on: how the users who are interested in online cultural heritage interactive resources respond to the activity; the impact of such applications at multiple perceptual levels of the participating audiences; how suitable 3D digital interactive puzzle activities are to better contextualise heritage artefacts; and lastly, the possible commonalities and differences between the actual access to the physical activity in the museum and the 3D interactive activity on the web.

In total, 14 participants took part in the activity and completed the online survey. Amongst them, 7 were men, 6 were women and 1 preferred not to say. As shown in Figure 7 most users (8 people) belonged to the age groups between 25 and 49 years old. The ages above 50 years old were represented with 4 users in total and there was only a younger user between the age of 18-24 years old. 13 users amongst the 14 participating had higher education qualifications. When looking at people’s interests and motivation, 7 users stated that they were interested in exploring 3D cultural heritage content for education-related purposes; whereas 6 users were mostly looking at ways to enhance participation and involvement in the museums’ events and activities. One user did not have any particular interest or motivation.
As far as it concerns previous experience with 3D content, the majority of users as shown in Figure 8 had sometimes interacted with 3D resources (5 users) and 4 users had the chance to experience this kind of offerings very often or often. The most popular type of content people referred to with respect to past interactions were VR/AR applications and then 3D models of objects and 3D maps. Some users (2 people) had also experience with 3D printed artefacts. Another element that is worth mentioning about past interactions is that amongst the 5 users who rarely or never had the opportunity to interact with 3D content, 3 were working in the heritage domain. Yet, they had not been exposed to or offered many opportunities to experience 3D digital heritage resources.

As mentioned before, all users completed the puzzle assembly and log data about their performance were also recorded. By looking at the data, we seek to understand whether there was a correlation between the shape of a particular piece, the order in which the piece was selected, the amount of movement on the orbit controls (manipulated by the user mouse), and the time it took the user to find the right position for the piece. However, the data seem inconclusive as they did not show strong correlations. This gives us further confidence that the overall time it tasks a user to assemble the puzzle is not dependent on the characteristics of individual pieces, but on the overall assembly challenge. For example, Figure 9 shows the accumulated timings spent by the user fitting each consecutive piece, starting from when the user selects the piece (clicks on the button) and finishing when the piece is fitted. The average is shown in a red line.

Moreover, the longest time for the overall puzzle assembly activity was 9 minutes and 5 seconds and the shortest time was 2 minutes and 4 seconds. These timings take also into account the time the user spent deciding which piece to select. The mean time for the assembly of each puzzle piece is 17.32 seconds. The mean time for the overall puzzle assembly is 5 minutes and 35 seconds. This is considerably higher than the maximum time spent at the gallery to assemble the physical puzzle, which was around 3 minutes.

Additional findings about the overall usability/utility of the 3D digital puzzle pot assembly are presented in Figure 12. Overall activity satisfaction and utility to perceive the heritage artefact received higher ratings. As such, users agreed that the 3D digital puzzle was helpful to get the overall feeling and appearance of the pot compared to having access to the physical artefact in the museum. Some users also reported that they had difficulties with the type of interactions deployed in the puzzle activity, while others were not fully convinced about the helpful contribution of clues to facilitate assembly. As such, puzzle learnability received the lowest average rating, while users’ comments later corroborated some dif-
Figure 11: Average degrees of rotation resulting from users manipulating the core piece before finding the correct position for each one of the 15 puzzle pieces during the assembly process. Two different colours are used to show averages when users activated the clues and when they did not. For those pieces that only have one time recorded, users did not activate the clues at all.

**Figure 12:** Results of the usability/utility rating on a 5-point Likert scale with 1 being the lowest and 5 being the highest rate.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>avg</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Overall efficiency:</strong> How did you get along with the activity of the 3D puzzle?</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Puzzle learnability:</strong> How easy was to assemble the 3D digital puzzle and navigate around the activity?</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Clues utility to facilitate assembly:</strong> How helpful have clues, such as the colours on the surface of the pot and the sharp lines, been to help you assemble the puzzle?</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Activity satisfaction:</strong> How satisfied are you with the 3D digital puzzle activity of the artefact?</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Puzzle utility to perceive physical exhibit:</strong> How useful is the 3D digital puzzle to get the overall feeling and appearance of the pot compared to having access to the physical artefact in the museum, if this was possible?</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Apart from the aspects of user experience (UX) presented previously, the survey sought to understand the impact of such interactive 3D digital activity in terms of **Generic Learning Outcomes**, i.e. enhancing users’ knowledge/awareness; strengthening their engagement/interest; adding value to the cultural heritage experience; possibly changing their attitudes towards visiting a museum; deploying a variety of skills for the puzzle assembly. The investigation of these topics belongs both to the realm of UX and perceptual or learning outcomes in visitor research [DHU16; Art14]. When completing the survey, all users were asked how much they agree with statements (presented in Figure 13) about the contribution of the 3D digital puzzle pot assembly to the impact aspects mentioned above.

As shown in Figure 13, amongst the 14 participants most (10 people) had a neutral or negative impression about the contribution of the application to enhance their knowledge and awareness about the object or the way it would have been assembled by archaeologists. In their comments, many users highlighted the lack of context to enrich the experience and discussed about a “construction exercise”. Many suggested presenting the activity as part of a story about an archaeological excavation or “winning” some extra information once the puzzle is complete.

Interest and engagement, on the other hand, received higher ratings with 9 users feeling positive about the activity contributing to this aspect of their experience. Participants mentioned that this was a “fun game”; that they prefer “manipulating” objects; that the 3D character of the activity is better than a 2D jigsaw puzzle; and that there are many possibilities for this kind of offerings. Yet, some people noted that the activity would be better positioned within an experience that better contextualises the pot or that they would prefer more creative ways for object gamification.

When examining the value of 3D interactive offerings, the vast majority of users (12 users) agreed that such activities and content positively contribute to cultural heritage experiences. Some participants referred to 3D objects that would be a “nice addition to any
digital museum experience”; that it would allow for better exploration of the museum artefacts; and that it could enhance accessibility for those who might not be able to visit the museum, while also reaching wider audiences. Some scepticism also exists, as some users mentioned that the type of the chosen artefact would determine the value of the offering, while another user said that even though there might be some value, “3D for the sake of 3D is not good enough”.

With regards to the attitudinal aspect of the experience, most users agreed that such activities might change the way they think about visiting a museum (7 users). Participants pointed out that such activities “break” the passive viewing experience of artefacts; might motivate people to pay more attention to particular exhibits and complement the visit, and “encourage a vibrant visitor experience”. However, some users would go to the museum anyway and mentioned that the physical visit constitutes a stronger experience that the digital experience cannot substitute. One user, though, thought that 3D interactive activities might even become more fascinating than an actual visit to the museum.

The skills deployment aspect of the experience acquired mostly edge positive ratings, as 7 people strongly agreed that they used different skills for the puzzle assembly. Participants mentioned spatial, thinking and information technology skills. This response confirms what other studies have highlighted in terms of the potential of 3D interactive technologies to help with spatial thinking and manipulation. Nevertheless, some users expressed their desire to deploy more skills through more extended manipulations or interactions with the 3D digital puzzle.

Lastly, participants’ general comments revealed that they would want to see more of these online offerings targeting both children and adults, yet similar activities should be contextualised to enhance learning and appreciation of heritage artefacts. Clearer and even richer interactions are also desirable, to avoid using technology for the sake of technology itself.

5. Discussion and Conclusions

Our research contributes to enhancing the community’s understanding of the type of interactive experiences that could be created with the 3D content which is increasingly available within heritage institutions. As such, the paper contributes a set of user interactions for manipulating 3D puzzles, and a 3D puzzle game which is novel as not many 3D puzzles of cultural heritage artefacts are available over the web. The paper also offers some insights into the user interaction in terms of usability and performance when examining the physical and digital experiences.

The results of the pilot user survey reflect on how 3D content can support the interpretation of cultural heritage. Although the sample is small to provide generalisations, there is some evidence of the advantages that this type of interactive experience has for users, including promoting spatial skills, enriching the museum experience and allowing for deeper engagement with the content. However, the research also highlights that the connection with the actual heritage artefact should remain throughout this engagement so that the experience does not get derailed by a technology-led approach.

Another common element is that both the physical and digital activity seem to satisfy the majority of users and they would both motivate people to visit a museum and develop less passive engagements with artefacts. Nonetheless, digital users will have to become familiar with such interactions with 3D content, whereas the type of interactions will have to become explicitly clear to users before they try such activity in the first instance.

While the web-based technologies used for the research enable a wide-user reach, they also bring specific challenges in terms of being cross-platform and cross-hardware. As such, technical challenges remain for streaming content for lower-capability devices while being responsive and providing high-quality graphics.

The analysis of this sample of user responses further indicates that 3D is still a largely under-explored type of content, with people not being exposed to 3D digital content even though they might come from a heritage-related background or affiliation. Nevertheless, as most users reported interest to explore 3D digital activities for educational purposes as well as having an interest in engaging with museums, there is still great prospect for developing systems that allow different types of interactions with 3D content. This could allow for creative and educational engagement.

We believe that the deployment of 3D interactive activities has great potential for strengthening people’s interest and most importantly for enhancing accessibility and reaching wider audiences. The physical activity supports engagement through interactivity too but reaches only the audiences visiting the museum.

Future research will explore expanding the evaluation survey. It will also investigate interoperable frameworks to facilitate the provision and access to 3D content that both contextualise the heritage experience and allow for deeper interactivity with the content. This will enable institutions to offer a holistic experience of CH resources to audiences, without necessarily depending on having physical access to collections - a need that is expected to be prevalent within the next few years.
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